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Abstract

The inclusion complexes of a-, b- and c-cyclodextrin (CD) with three isolated phospholipid (PI – phosphatidyl-
inositol; PS – phosphatidylserine; and PE – phosphatidylethanolamine) headgroups were studied using a flexible
docking algorithm FDOCK based on molecular mechanics (CFF91 force filed). In the three phospholipid head-
groups, PI headgroup exhibits the strongest affinity for CD, and the affinity of PS headgroup is greater than that of
PE headgroup. By investigating the energy distribution and the complex structure in the inclusion procedure, it can
be found that the van der Waals force is the main driving force responsible for the complexation. For the a-CD
complex of PI headgroup, more than one inclusion complex should coexist due to the steric hindrance, which is
reasonably consistent with the experimental results. Furthermore, analyses of the complex of PS and PE headgroup
with a-CD also show that two or three possible complexes may appear in the inclusion process, and the complex
structure with full inclusion is of the lowest energy and should be the most stable structure in the mixture. For
b- and c-CD, the energies of the most stable complexes structures for the three phospholipids headgroups were also
discussed.

Introduction

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are able to form inclusion com-
plexes with various guest molecules [1, 2]. This property
has attracted increasing attention in pharmaceutical
field to modify physicochemical properties of drug
molecules, such as solubility, stability and bioavailabil-
ity, to reduce their toxicity and side effects, or to sup-
press unpleasant taste or smell [3]. The most frequently
studied CDs are a-, b-, and c-CD, consisting of six, se-
ven and eight glucopyranose units, respectively. The
number of these units determines the dimension of the
torus-shaped hydrophobic cavity, in which guest mole-
cules of suitable size can be accommodated in rapidly
established equilibria. Computer simulations are fre-
quently used to rationally explain the experimental
findings concerning inclusion and recognition, and
strengthen the understanding of inclusion phenomena
[4–17]. It is worth noting that hemolytic character is also
an important biomedical aspect of CDs, and it can in-
crease the erythrocytic membrane permeability [18].
Therefore, the hemolytic activity of CDs severely limits
their parenteral use in medicine. Phospholipids are the
major components of biological membranes composed
of a hydrophilic (polar) head and a hydrophobic tail.

CDs are reported to be able to pull phospholipids out of
the cell membrane to form lipid–CD complexes [19–22].
This complex-mediated extraction of lipids from the
membrane may result in the rupture of the erythrocytic
membrane [18, 23].

A non-specific lipid extraction from the membrane
was first proposed as the mechanism responsible for the
hemolytic activity of CDs [23]. In 1994, an NMR study
demonstrated that a-CD interacts very strongly with
phosphatidylinositol (PI), and only weakly with phos-
phatidylcholine [24]. This result suggests that the nature
of the lipid headgroup is one key factor governing the
association of CD with phospholipids. Therefore, the
interaction of a-CD with multilayers of phospholipids
bearing different headgroups was measured by NMR
spectroscopy [25, 26], and the interaction of a-CD with
PI headgroup was also studied by molecular dynamics
[27]. However, the detail about the energy distribution
and the most stable complex structures in the process of
the phospholipid headgroup passing through the CD
cavity is still not clear.

In this paper, the inclusion complexes between
isolated headgroups of three phospholipids (PI; PS –
phosphatidylserine; and PE – phosphatidylethanolamine)
and different CDs (a-, b- and c-CD) were examined by a
flexible docking method, FDOCK [28, 29]. With
which a step-by-step inclusion passage of phospholipid* Author for correspondence. E-mail: wscai@ustc.edu.cn
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headgroup through the CD cavity with two orientations
was investigated, which can quickly give the information
of the energy distribution and the energy barriers in the
inclusion procedure. Using the information obtained,
the stable binding sites of phospholipid headgroup in
the CD cavity can be determined. By investigating the
energy distribution and the complex structure of each
binding site in the inclusion procedure, it can be found
that the van der Waals force is the main driving force
responsible for the complexation. For the a-CD complex
of PI headgroup, more than one inclusion complex
should coexist due to the steric hindrance. While for PS
and PE headgroup, the complex of full inclusion is of
the lowest energy and should be the most stable struc-
ture. For the affinity of the three phospholipid head-
groups for each CD, the rank of PI headgroup > PS
headgroup > PE headgroup can be obtained. To
compare, the complexation of b- and c-CD with PI, PS,
and PE, were also studied.

Theory and method

Molecular modeling and simulation

The initial structures of a-, b- and c-CD were taken from
the crystal structures [30–32]. The original structure of
PE headgroup was deduced from dilauroylphosphati-
dylethanolamine (DLPE) [33] by removing the alkyl
chains and glycerol backbone. For PS and PI headgroup,
the structures were constructed from PE headgroup,
where the ethanolamine headgroup was replaced by
serine and inositol, respectively. The inositol group was
taken from myo-inositol anhydrate [34, 35]. All the ini-
tial structures were energy-minimized using the conju-
gate gradient method under the CFF91 force field in the
Discover module within the insight II software [36]. To
help the analysis of the final results, CDs were oriented to
have almost all the glycosidic oxygen atoms in the XY
plane. The origin of the coordinates was placed at the
geometry center of CD, and the direction from the wide
side to the narrow side of CD was taken as the positive
direction of Z-axis (Figure 1(a)). CDs and all the phos-
pholipid headgroup molecules were oriented with its
principal axis along with the Z-axis before calculation.

In order to obtain more detail information about the
energy barriers in the inclusion process and the possible
binding regions of phospholipid headgroup in the CD
cavity, the phospholipid headgroup was moved towards
CD along Z-axis step by step with two different orien-
tations and forced to penetrate the CD cavity. Taking
the headgroup of PI as an example, Figure 1(b) and (c)
are graphical representations of the two orientations, in
which the orientation of inositol ring facing the narrow
side and the wide side were defined as orientation I and
orientation II, respectively. Two orientations were cal-
culated in two independent runs of FDOCK by rotating
the molecule to orientation I or orientation II as the
initial input structure and keeping the orientation during

the moving. The lowest energy structure of every step
and the corresponding energies were recorded to a tra-
jectory file for further analysis.

Flexible docking

In this study, the complete conformational flexibility for
both host and guest molecules has been taken into ac-
count. All the calculations were performed using the
flexible docking algorithm FDOCK, which is a combi-
nation of fast annealing evolutionary algorithm (FAEA)
[37] with the limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) algo-
rithm. In which, FAEA is used for the global optimi-
zation and L-BFGS is used for a local optimization.

In rigid docking, the host and the guest are considered
to be rigid, and the parameters to be optimized are the
relative position (Tx, Ty, Tz) and the relative orientation
(h, u, w) of the guest molecule in the cavity of CD. It is
suitable for less flexible system [38]. While in flexible
docking concerning the flexibility of the host and the
guest, the internal coordinates, i.e., the bond lengths,
bond angles, and dihedral angles, of each molecule also
need to be optimized. In this paper, taking orientation I

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the CD orientation used in this

work (a) and the two orientations (taking the headgroup of PI as an

example) of the guest passing through the CD cavity: (b) orientation I,

(c) orientation II.
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as an example, the host (CD) was firstly fixed at the
original point as in Figure 1b. The guest (phospholipid
headgroup) was located at the narrow side of the cavity
and 15 Å away from the host, then, it was moved across
the cavity along the Z-axis step by step to the wide side.
For each step movement, an initial complex structure can
be obtained, and the relative position (Tx, Ty, Tz) and the
relative orientation (h, u, w) of the guest molecule in the
cavity of CD were firstly optimized by FAEA, and then,
the coordinates of the host and guest molecules were
optimized with L-BFGS by minimizing the score func-
tion to obtain a reasonable conformation. Finally, a
random local search procedure was used to optimize
both the relative position and orientation of the guest
molecule in the cavity, as well as the atomic coordinates
of each molecule to obtain the lowest energy structure of
this step. The lowest energy structure of each step was
saved to a trajectory file for further analysis.

Binding free energy function

In FDOCK, the complete CFF91 force field [39] is
adopted to evaluate the energy involved in the com-
plexation process, and an implicit solvent model [40] is
used to calculate the solvation energy of the complexa-
tion. The empirical binding free energy is given by

DGtotal ¼ Einter þ DEintra þ DGsol ð1Þ

in which, the interaction energy Einter consists of the van
der Waals term Evdw and the electrostatic term Eelec

between host and guest molecules. DEintra is the changed
conformational energy of the host and the guest,
including the changed energies of bond stretching, angle
bending, torsional energy, out of plane bending, and all
the cross terms, as in Eq. (2).

DEintra ¼DEvdw þ DEelec þ DEbond þ DEangle þ DEtor

þ DEout of plane þ DEbond bond þ DEangle angle

þ DEbond angle þ DEbond dihedral

þ DEangle dihedral þ DEangle angle dihedral

þ DEbond bond 1 3 ð2Þ

DGsol is the solvation energy calculated by an implicit
solvent model based on the solvent accessible surface
area (SASA) [41].

In the CFF91 force field, hydrogen bonds are taken as
a natural consequence of the standard van derWaals and
electrostatic parameters. Therefore, no extra hydrogen
bond energy term is used in this study. The CFF91
parameter set is used in the calculations and the distance
dependent dielectric constant (e=4rij) is adopted.

Results and discussion

Energy profiles of rigid docking for a-CD complexes

In order to investigate the detail information of
energy barriers that exist in the inclusion process, all the

molecules were firstly considered to be rigid, and the
phospholipid headgroup was forced to penetrate the
a-CD cavity along Z-axis from 15 to )15 Å with
orientation I and from )15 to 15 Å with orientation II
in 300 steps. The two calculations were carried out in
independent runs. These results constructed a function
of energy with Z-coordinate of the geometry center of
the guest. Figure 2(a), (b), and (c) give the energy pro-
files of PI, PS, and PE headgroup, respectively.

In Figure 2(a), the prominent energy peak shows the
existence of a large energy barrier during PI headgroup
passing through the cavity of a-CD due to the large
volume of PI headgroup. In the case of PS and PE
headgroup, it can be found from Figure 2(b) and (c)
that the energy profiles have the similar change ten-
dency. For PS headgroup with orientation I, there are
two main energy barriers during the moving. The first
energy barrier corresponds to the inclusion of the serine
group into the narrow side of a-CD, and the second one
appears when the phosphate group is moved into the
narrow side. The two energy barriers have the contrary
order for orientation II. These results reveal the presence
of steric hindrance during the complexation.

Energy distribution of flexible docking for a-CD
complexes

The host and the guest were considered to be flexible,
and the changes of bond length, bond angle and dihe-
dral angle were involved in complexation. The energy
minimization was performed following the same ap-
proach as in the previous section. The added flexibility
of the internal coordinates can explore the conforma-
tional space in the binding region. Figure 3 gives the
energy distribution and the contribution of the compo-
nent energy term to the total energy in the inclusion
procedure for the complexes of the three phospholipid
headgroups with a-CD, respectively. From these figures,
it can be found that, in the whole process, the change of
total energy mainly comes from the van der Waals
interaction. While the electrostatic interaction is much
weaker than the van der Waals interaction, and the
jumps in the electrostatic energy reflect hydrogen bond
breaking or reforming. This indicated that the van der
Waals interaction makes a main contribution to the
total energy, and it is the main driving force responsible
for the complexation.

Figure 3(a) gives the energy distribution of the PI
headgroup complex. From this figure, it can be seen that
the distribution of total energy is not continuous but
aggregated into several groups. The position of each
group corresponds to a binding region and a locally stable
complex structure. By comparing Figure 2(a) with Fig-
ure 3(a), it is very clear that the interrupted region in
Figure 3(a) is the position where the big energy barrier
appears. For PI headgroup,more than one binding region
appears in the inclusion process, as it can be seen from
Figure 3(a). This indicates that more than one locally
stable complex structure exists in the inclusion process.
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In the case of PS and PE headgroup, the energy
distributions are similar, as we can see from Figure 3(b)
and (c). For PS headgroup, there are three binding re-
gions in the inclusion process both for orientation I and
for orientation II. However, not every binding region is
reasonable in the real experiment due to the existence of
energy barriers, which will be discussed in the following
section.

Structural analysis for the complexes of a-CD
with PI headgroup

Figure 4 gives the locally stable complex structures,
which are taken from the lowest energy structure of
every binding region, in the process of PI headgroup
passing through the a-CD cavity with orientation I. The
corresponding energies are summarized in the first,
second and third rows of Table 1.

Although moving from structure (a) to structure (b),
the guest molecule must cross an energy barrier, the
movement causes the decrease of total energy. Therefore
it is possible that PI headgroup overcomes the energy
barrier and forms the structure (b) in the inclusion
process. Both structure (a) and structure (b) are in
agreement with the NMR experiment [27]. Comparing
the three structures, structure (b) is the tightest structure
and is of the strongest intermolecular interaction. It is
probably that the tight inclusion increases the intermo-
lecular interaction. Although structure (c), in which the
phosphate group included into the wide side of the a-CD
cavity, is of the lowest total energy, it is a very loose
structure and is of the weaker intermolecular interaction
comparing with structure (b). This indicates that,
structure (c) should be less preferential than structure
(b). Comparing structure (a) with (b), it is clear that
structure (a), i.e., partially included state, has the higher

Figure 2. The total energy change profiles for the three phospholipid headgroups passing through a-CD cavity calculated by rigid docking for

orientation I (the solid square) and orientation II (the hollow circle). (a) PI headgroup; (b) PS headgroup; and (c) PE headgroup.

Figure 3. The energy distribution of the inclusion complexes for the three phospholipid headgroups passing through a-CD cavity calculated by

flexible docking for orientation I (the upper) and orientation II (the lower). The solid squares, hollow circles, and hollow triangles correspond to

the distribution of the total energy, van der Waals energy, and electrostatic energy, respectively. (a) PI headgroup; (b) PS headgroup; and (c) PE

headgroup.

c
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total energy and the weaker intermolecular interaction,
and should be less stable. Therefore, for the a-CD
complex of PI headgroup with orientation I, more than
one complex structure should be coexistent. Structure
(b), i.e., full inclusion, should be the most stable struc-
ture. It is consistent with the simulation result of the
interaction between complete PI and a-CD by molecular
dynamics [42].

For orientation II, it can be obtained from Fig-
ure 2(a) that, the steric hindrance exists when the ino-
sitol ring was located at the narrow side of a-CD cavity.
Therefore, it is very hard to form the full inclusion
structure in the inclusion process. From the lower part
of Figure 3(a), it can be seen that two binding regions
exist in the process of PI headgroup penetrating the
a-CD cavity with orientation II. The lowest energy
structures taken from every binding region are shown in
Figure 5, and the corresponding energies are also listed
in Table 1. From the total energy and the intermolecular
interaction of the inclusion complexes, it can be seen
that structure (a) is the most energetically favorable.
Moreover, the further movement from structure (a) to
structure (b) must cross a big energy barrier and cause
energy increasing. Therefore, the probability for the
occurrence of structure (b) should be very little, and
structure (a) should be the most stable structure for
orientation II.

On the other hand, structure (a) existing in orienta-
tion II is a loose structure and the corresponding

intermolecular interaction is weaker than that of the
most stable structure existing in orientation I. Therefore,
structure (a) that exists in orientation II, in which the
inositol ring partially inserts into the wide side of a-CD,
is less preferential than the most stable structure that
exists in orientation I.

Complex structures of a-CD with PS headgroup
and PE headgroup

For PS headgroup with orientation I, the most stable
complex structure is given in Figure 6(a), and the cor-
responding energies can be found in Table 1. From the
upper part of Figure 3(b), it can be seen that there are
three binding regions in the inclusion process of a-CD
with PS headgroup with orientation I. Every binding
region corresponds a locally stable complex structure.
The lowest energy structure of binding region II, in
which PS headgroup is fully included into the a-CD
cavity as shown in Figure 6(a), is a tight full inclusion
structure. Moreover, it has the lowest total energy and
the strongest intermolecular interaction comparing with
that of binding region I and III. Though the movement
from binding region I to binding region II must cross an
energy barrier, the barrier is not so big as it can be seen
from Figure 2(b), and the movement can decrease the
energy. Therefore, the lowest energy structure in binding
region II should be the most stable structure in the
inclusion process.

Figure 4. Locally stable complex structures between a-CD and PI headgroup with orientation I, in which plot (a), (b), and (c) represent the

corresponding structure (a), (b), and (c) for PI headgroup with orientation I listed in Table 1, respectively.

b

Table 1. The energies obtained by FDOCK for the complexes of the three phospholipid headgroups with a-, b- and c-CDa

Guest Host Orient DGtotal Einter Evdw Eelec DGsol DEintra Zb

PI a-CD I (a) )19.065 )27.797 )25.591 )2.206 5.648 3.085 3.536

I (b) )21.181 )33.269 )32.440 )0.829 8.773 3.314 )2.528
I (c) )21.320 )31.072 )30.728 )0.344 8.174 1.578 )3.763
II (a) )22.282 )31.238 )28.130 )3.108 7.017 1.939 )3.550
II (b) )21.483 )30.885 )30.579 )0.306 7.527 1.875 3.354

PS a-CD I )19.317 )28.578 )26.605 )1.973 8.725 0.536 )0.786
II )19.242 )26.434 )24.332 )2.102 7.576 )0.383 )2.001

PE a-CD I )19.529 )23.532 )21.791 )1.741 6.091 )2.088 0.370

II )17.670 )23.082 )22.815 )0.267 6.213 )0.801 0.204

PI b-CD I )28.119 )36.787 )35.022 )1.765 7.306 1.362 )0.903
II )27.646 )39.135 )32.278 )6.857 7.484 4.006 1.015

PS b-CD I )19.741 )27.277 )25.594 )1.683 7.220 0.315 )0.721
II )19.650 )28.060 )24.634 )3.426 7.694 0.716 )0.077

PE b-CD I )18.557 )21.946 )20.920 )1.026 5.576 )2.188 )0.692
II )18.066 )21.992 )20.946 )1.046 5.343 )1.416 )1.089

PI c-CD I )25.946 )35.092 )33.140 )1.952 7.864 1.283 )0.207
II )27.021 )37.909 )32.853 )5.056 8.007 2.881 0.128

PS c-CD I )19.339 )26.812 )25.192 )1.620 7.631 )0.157 0.030

II )18.508 )25.972 )24.697 )1.275 7.691 )0.226 )0.191
PE c-CD I )15.585 )20.125 )19.187 )0.938 5.389 )0.849 )0.273

II )15.847 )18.924 )18.349 )0.575 4.724 )1.646 )0.466

aThe energy unit is kcal/mol, and DGtotal=Einter+DGsol+DEintra, Einter=Evdw+Eelec.
bThe unit of Z values is Å.
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Figure 5. Locally stable complex structures between a-CD and PI headgroup with orientation II, in which plot (a) and (b) represent the

corresponding structure (a) and (b) for PI headgroup with orientation II listed in Table 1, respectively.
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For orientation II, the most stable structure is given
in Figure 6(b), and the corresponding energy values can
also be found in Table 1. As shown in the lower part of
Figure 3(b), there are also three binding regions in the
inclusion process for PS headgroup with orientation II.
The lowest energy structure of binding region I is the
most energetically favorable in the whole inclusion
process, and no energy barrier exists in the process of
reaching the biding region I. The further movement
from binding region I to binding region II and III must
overcome the energy barriers and result in the energy
increasing. Therefore, the probability for the occurrence

of binding region II and III should be very little.
Therefore, the lowest energy complex structure of
binding region I should be the most stable structure for
the a-CD complex of PS headgroup with orientation II.

The inclusion process of PE headgroup is very
similar with PS headgroup. The most stable structures,
in which PE headgroup is fully included into the a-CD
cavity, are shown in Figure 7, and the corresponding
energy values are also listed in Table 1. From the en-
ergy values, it can be seen that the affinity of PE
headgroup for a-CD is slightly less than that of PS
headgroup.

Figure 6. The most stable complex structure between a-CD and PS headgroup with orientation I (a) and orientation II (b).
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The interactions of b- and c-CD with the phospholipid
headgroups

The interactions of the three phospholipid headgroups
with b- and c-CD were also investigated with the same
method. The calculated results show that no prominent
energy barrier appears, and only one binding region
exists in the process of the phospholipid headgroup
passing through b- or c-CD cavity. It is mainly due to
the cavity volume of b-CD and c-CD is larger than that
of a-CD, and allows phospholipid headgroup molecule
to penetrate the CD cavity without barrier. Therefore,
the structure with the lowest energy in the whole inclu-
sion process should be the most stable complex struc-
ture. The energy values of the most stable complexes
structures for the three phospholipids headgroups with
b- and c-CD are also listed in Table 1, from which, it is

clear that the affinity of the three phospholipids head-
groups for CD displays the rank of PI headgroup >PS
headgroup >PE headgroup both for b- and c-CD. It is
of the same rank with a-CD, which is consistent with the
experimental result [26].

For the complexes of PI headgroup with different
CDs, if only the energy values were concerned, the com-
plexes stability rank of the three CDs is b- > c- > a-CD.
The complexes energy values of the three CDs with PS
headgroup are very close. While for PE headgroup with
smaller size, the complexes stability rank of the three CDs
is a-> b->c-CD. Furthermore, for the complex of c-CD
with phospholipid headgroup, the guest molecule prefers
to position tilted in the cavity, which can increases the van
der Waals interaction. However, in the real membrane
system, the structure is probably hard to be formed due to
the constraints of the membrane system.

Figure 7. The most stable complex structure between a-CD and PE headgroup with orientation I (a) and orientation II (b).
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Conclusion

The interactions of three different phospholipid head-
groups with a-, b-, and c-CD were studied using a
molecular docking method FDOCK. The results show
that, the van der Waals force is the main driving force
responsible for complexation. For PI headgroup with a-
CD, more than one inclusion complex should be coex-
istent due to the steric hindrance. By comparing the
results of two orientations, it was found that the full
inclusion occurs in orientation I rather than orientation
II. While for PS and PE headgroup with a-CD, the
complex structure with full inclusion is of the lowest
energy and should be the most stable complex structure.
Comparing the affinity of three phospholipid head-
groups for CD, the rank of PI headgroup > PS head-
group > PE headgroup can be obtained. This study
may be helpful to better understand the interactions of
CDs with phospholipids and synthesize non-hemolytic
derivatives.
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